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About This Content

Experience a deeper, more engaging version of the hit roguelike!

Having sold over 200,000 units worldwide, this cult classic is back and bigger than ever, with new shortcuts, a fast forward
function, automatic positioning, as well as an enemy/NPC encounter triggered pause feature, making the game more convenient

to play, while major balance changes have also been implemented for a more compelling gameplay experience.

Featuring Three New Classes!

A character that combines the strength of a Knight and the intellect and versatility of a Force User.
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Wielding a sword and the power of the Force, the Force Knight is an all-around well balanced class.

A character with high agility and powerful attack abilities.
Ninjas can dish out incredible burst DPS and move at amazing speeds, but all at the cost of their own life.

A seemingly pathetic class that comes armed with a camera, a travel journal, and awful stats.
It may be difficult, but if you manage to complete your travel journal... a special ending will definitely be waiting for you!

A Whole Bunch More Items, Skills, and NPCs!
More than 260 items in total!

Around 30 new skills and force powers!
Over 230 types of new NPCs!

And much, much more new content!

UI Updates!

Keyboard Shortcuts: Frequently-used items and skills can be assigned to numeric hotkeys for easy access

New Treasure and Monster location indicators for easier navigation

Easy-to-view Experience Bar, and Stat sheet windows

Overall improved visuals and item appearance

Earn Dimensional Gold Coins and Build Up Your Castle!
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Collect enough rare Dimensional Gold Coins to upgrade your castle or use them to invite new residents into your castle who will
open new story arcs or affect gameplay mechanics. You’ll be able to undertake quests that will unlock new classes by inviting

new residents into your castle.
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Still better than Heavy Gear Assault. At least this game have active developers and updates than Stompy Bots Scammers.. Its a
nice game but i completed the whole game but no trading cards found.... :(. Nice engine in general, I love its acceleration, it also
comes with very well made maintenance infrastructure and passenger cars. Only thing I have a problem with are sounds that are
kind of overdriven, very loud and low, making my headphones buzz, kinda like the "earrape" videos (and music with very low
bass never makes my headphones buzz, for comparison). Had the same problem with br44 from Just Trains and fixed it by
installing a sound mod, sadly there was no similar mod for br10. Also kind of pity that this pack lacks the two "ai" engines the
Just Trains edition is supplied with, but I can imagine this is due to some DTG's quality requirements, I believe they were kind
of "MSTS grade" models meant to be seen from afar.
How I wish I could give a neutral opinion, I'll go ahead and give it a thumb up though.. pretty accurate, perfect "brain workout"!
pretty challenging and addictive, but there is a nice music there that keeps you calm, or not :D i love it. Well that was intense.
Just finished my first game, 23 minutes of action has left me drenched in sweat and with a big grin on my face. Slow to start but
by wave 16 I was constantly ducking and weaving while lobbing my shield like a maniac and laughing
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off. I refunded holopoint as the constant spinning made me feel sick but the enemies
seem to stick to one direction when it gets intense which I think helps. If you have a vive, buy this now.. This was a fun
experience and great for some friendly competition with some friends over! A great way to share a headset with a few people
over to pass around the headset for short games. At first I thought I didn't have enough room for it (I have a tight space right
now) and then realized I could hit the menu button to adjust the plate and make better use of my space. Definitely recommend
for some quick fun!. Loved this game so much that back in the day I made about eight pieces of music dedicated to it. The new
difficulty isn't just a small add-on, it's a completely different experience. My favourite horror game and horror narrative of all
time!

P.S: The developer of this game also wrote a fantastic novella for you to read after you've finished playing called 'The Diary of
Ellen'. If you want to know more about its characters and world setting there's plenty of depth there. Highly recommend both
this game and the separate novella you can read in your own time.. I have been playing Front Office Football for a very long
time. For those who have played older versions and are wondering why you should get this one, the biggest improvement is in
the financial model. It is much harder to play games with contracts with this version than in older versions. The simulation
engine remains very strong, but player contract AI is much stronger than in the past.

For new players wondering what this is, think realistic fantasy football. If you have ever wanted to be a GM and/or coach of
your own team, this is the game to do it. You draft players, sign free agents, extend or renegotiate players, manage your depth
charts, set a gameplan, and if desired call your own plays. You can build stadiums, and relocate the team if needed. And you get
to do it season after season, building up decades of history in the process. It has a very strong game simulation engine, and a
very good professional football financial model. Not everything is there - no compensatory picks, for example, and only one
type of free agent, but the feel of being a professional GM is very much there. If you start to get lost, there is an online
community called Front Office Football Central that can offer help. Also look through the game's options, you can turn on AI
help for various aspects. If you want to GM, you can let your coach manage the depth chart and game plan so you can focus on
signing players, or switch roles and try to coach the team the AI GM hands you.

Do note that while playcalling is available, it's not the primary focus of the game. It's set up to sim entire game weeks at once, or
you can watch your individual game sim out one play at a time, or sim an entire season in one shot.

The game's UI is very spreadsheet-oriented. This is both a strength and a weakness. Beginners should check out some of the
intro guides and videos posted, as the options can be overwhelming when you start. Just remember that you start at week 1 of
the regular season, so focus on managing your depth chart and maybe dabble in some contract extensions, but mostly get used to
the game feel during that first season before you hit the offseason.

The big strength in this is the wealth of data you can mine about your league. There is page after page of statistics and records,
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and you can view individual player cards to decide if they are playing up to their ratings. There is a scouting system, so young
players may or may not turn into the player you think they'll be, or 7th year pros can suddenly blossom into stars. Invest in your
staff and it will pay off. All this data can also be exported from the game into CSV files that can be opened in Excel or outside
utilities (I've written a few) to complement the game's own interface and browsing.

The modal nature of the UI can be frustrating at times, but most screens have the information you need. For example, when
setting your depth chart, you can view individual player ratings. It would be nice to have the roster screen up beside it, but you
learn to live with it (or have your own Excel worksheet you've pulled the roster into for browsing in a separate window).

There is a strong multiplayer component as well for those looking for a human challenge. There are many leagues out there full
of human GMs to trade with and draft against, many of which take advantage of the game data export to provide rich web
experiences beyond the game.

If you are looking for a deep, realistic professional football sim, this is the game to look at.. I really like the game, but the
helicopter on my joystick doesn't work so its better to you mouse and key board.
you should try a joyskick to control the planes its easier and better.. I actually really liked the game just by its simple single-
player racing mechanics. Which, are nothing particularly innovative or anyhting, they just feel really good and satisfying,
although, at times, floaty.

That aside, my main gripes with the game come with its thematic content, because it could've have more educational elements
and framed in better ways. Because, right now as it is, the only real info you get about the cell is the name of the organells and a
very brief (and, imo, sorta confusing) description of what it does.

I haven't read many reviews for the game, but what I've found is that many other people also have the same issues as me. But
that just goes to show that games like this can have both parts of the word "edu-tainment" covered. Minor additions like an in-
game encyclopedia about the organells and their functions described in a more thorough manner would go ways toward
encouraging learning while not disrupting the flow of the game.

Other additions, that at least I would suggest, are:

-Some kind of mode where you can race (with or wthout viruses) that has some kind of visual or audio note or w/e that tells you
the name of what you are looking at. A kind of 'free mode,' or something.

-More voiceover for the robot! I loved it!

-A quicker interface. I know this is kinda hindered by the VR support; but, come on, wouldn't it be nice?

-Mod support would breath new life upon this game.

These are very shallow descriptions, but they represent well that these would be improvements not corrections over a very fun
and unique game.

Thank you!
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good time killer
. I played this game because i have no reason to live. it cut 27min of my life in purgatory. I hope i die soon.. I tried to give this
game a chance. It spun out of control with each cliche and boring mechanic, so the ship crashing to the planet at least is a fitting
end.. You play as a detective (maybe the same one from Queen of Spades), who has come to a town that is currently getting
flooded by rain and overtopping streams. This seems to have heightened a local legend where the Bronze Horseman at the center
of the town square will awaken and pass judgement upon the citizens. The mayor has summoned you because his son has gone
missing, and he wants you to find him.

Oh, and there is a rather familiar dwarf running about selling crystals that seem to be\u2026 capturing souls.

The plot is fun, the music thematic (if repetitive), the HO scenes engaging, and the minigames challenging. Suggest getting in
the Haunted Legends Bundle, but otherwise worth the play.. The good things:
Is the game well designed? Definitely.
Is it easy to learn? Quite simple, yeah.
Is it fun to play? Pretty much, especially with a friend.

The bad things:
Does the fun last long? Not really; you can play for 3-4 days max, then it gets quite boring.
Can you make maps? Yeah, but the AI and the tools are kinda limited (you can make maps similar to regular maps; crazy
inventions won't work out), so you can't be too innovative or creative.
Will the game improve at some point/have a smartphone port someday? Well, not really... I expected it to happen, but it just
didnt. :(

TL;DL:
If it has a HUGE discount, you can spend a dollar or two on it (price of a slice of pizza).
Otherwise, don't bother with it.. Good when bored. Honestly the only steam game I regret buying and I own 99 games right now.
I did not have on second of fun from this. Its just a terrible Dungeon Keeper clone. I wish I could permanently delete it from my
steam library because I get sick everytime I see it.. This is a fun "trial and error" type of game. You are tasked with the building
of a factory thats goal is producing various weapons. Over time your profits will increase, along with the size of your factory.
The end goal I suppose is to make your factory nearly self-sufficient, as well as trying to find out all of the crazy combinations
you can whip together. The community can also submit blueprints (new item recipes) of their own creation. I would give it a try
if it looks interesting to you. What a truly amazing concept! Both me and my kids love this title. It's so wonderful letting the
kiddos play the claw machines infinitely - that's probably saved me tens of dollars in quarters in public.

As far as the rest of the game, it's your standard "arcade" faire, but it's all FREE. This title is well worth the cost.
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